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Told with the strength of a medical thriller, the extraordinary story of just how Clay Whiffen and
his family members conquered autism. How do we not afford it? A Child's Journey out of Autism
shines a heartfelt light on another of healing and hope."Jenny McCarthy, writer of Mom Warriors
and Louder than WordsThe therapy costs $30,000. How are we likely to afford it? However the
clock is certainly ticking: the longer we wait around, the harder it will be to pull him out of this
shell. We'd be mortgaging our lives and our savings on something we're not even sure may help
our son."Leeann Whiffen's fight on her behalf son is a poignant, intimate story of perseverance
and love - a reminder to all or any of us a mother is the foremost ally a child with autism will ever
have. In a time of despair and dilemma - when another kid is identified as having autism every 20
mins - this is a profound, tested message of hope for anyone whose life is normally touched by
the disorder. They refused to trust that he cannot be cured, and begun to try every therapy they
could afford - and several they couldn't. In this extraordinary story of one family's struggle with
autism, Leeann Whiffen provides voice to worries of losing a kid and the fight to reclaim him,
discovering what remedies eased her son Clay's symptoms, where the Whiffens discovered
support, and how the family conquered among the toughest challenges a kid can encounter.With
a foreword by autism specialist Dr. Bryan Jepson, A Child's Journey out of Autism spells out
what treatments worked, where the family discovered help, and how they made it through this
crushing crisis.When Clay Whiffen was diagnosed in the autism spectrum, his parents didn't
understand where to turn.
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Extremely dedicated parents Wow! Thank you to Leeann for posting her story. Leeann is a Mom
who would not take "no" for a remedy in regard to helping her child conquer autism and she knew
correct where her priorities ought to be. Her spouse, Sean, is nearly "story book, too great to be
true"! We have a young grandson (going on five) that I "believed" was mildly autistic. When she
asks for the toy or publication that he is playing with - he'll provide her anything she desires and
can go find another thing for himself. I've caused autistic kids and heard of 'ABA' but actually
didn't understand what it was and how it proved helpful. Scanning this book makes that really
apparent. One also learns of various other treatments--diet, DAN!, etc.I purchased the book
because I hoped to find a first hand accounts of what to expect.It's great that they offer hope to
other households with children with autism. My only concern is normally that some extremely
caring and smart parents would not be able to perform what they do and thus feel guilty if indeed
they couldn't. The process is 24/7 and extremely demanding. And, it must be apparent that what
functions for one child might not function the same for another. At one stage the process started
to adversly affect Leeann's health--I'm not sure it's worth that. A VERY revealing MUST-READ
That is a book that EVERY PARENT or SOON-TO-BE PARENT should read. It takes just a little for
the story to get going, but it reveals info that EVERYONE ought to know about, NOT JUST
PARENTS. It is an excellant publication and will maintain you glued to the pages and wanting to
discover out all the information upon this disease that seems to be operating rampant inside our
society, and gives you some ideas of feasible why! PLEASE Browse THIS BOOK! He's an
extremely loving child.! These 5 copies make my collection 18 copies! I loan them to co-workers,
friends, etc to try best help them understand even more concerning this debilitating condition. A
must read for parents!! This is actually the best book I've read since my son was identified as
having an ASD at 2.5 years old. It provides armed me with not only information, but wish. He,
based on the three doctors that visited with the family feel he's a "3"? however, I follow Cutler's
protocol for low/frequent dose chelation, rather than DAN. My just regret is not starting chelation
sooner. As you can plainly see from her account, early intervention- both ABA therapy (or
something identical) and biomedical-is key.I feel fortunate to reside in an area that provides early
intervention services and also has a great special education plan, with an autism course as well
as a course. Unlike Leeann, I did so not have to spend tens-of-thousands of dollars on in-house
therapy.If you are searching for a well-written, touching tale of one family's trip to overcome
autism, this reserve is for you. Thank you Leeann for posting your story around. she also writes a
little about medical assessment and bio-med therapies. He has been around Head Start for two
years and will head to kindergarten this fall. She will not details a step-by-step bio-medical
process; Soon after this I arrived onto Amazon looking for books to greatly help me understand
the disorder better.In case you have a kid recently diagnosed or know someone who has a kid
with an ASD, you need to read this book. Good book This book was so touching, and exactly what
I needed to find hope. Sean and Leeann present in this reserve that there is no excuse for not
taking action to make a difference in your childs life. We all go through the same grieving
process, the same emotions of ineptness and loneliness, but remember that there surely is a
light by the end of the tunnel- irrespective of where you are in the journey. There are powerful
interventions that can make a difference in the lives of those with autism. so if that's what you
want for, this book isn't for you personally. As I searched, I saw "A Child's Trip out of Autism" by
Leeann Whiffen. Leeann Whiffen's book That is one fantastic book. Only parents who've been as
resourcefull, persistant, and intelligent could carry out what they do. I am so very glad I did! This
reserve is such a powerful, personal look into the lives of a family arriving at terms with, and
working to overcome their son's disorder. That is my Aunt and Cousin who made this journey. I



am carrying out all of the biomedical interventions that Leeann discusses, vitamins, products
and detox.As I read their story, I not merely learned much about autism and several of the
remedies, but I also found treatment deeply for the Whiffen family. Clay's strength and courage
has gained him a place in my heart forever.There is hope! A must read for anyone beginning the
trip of autism My grandson was identified as having autism in July. Even if you don't know a
person with autism, this is certainly an excellent book that goes on an emotionally billed roller
coaster trip that leaves you better for having go through it. She details the different educational
methods tried; I am so pleased I read your book. I just heard some factors when I was growing
up, but reading this provides helped me gain brand-new insight and appreciation to their struggle.
The Mother is wanting to find information that will assist and also try to do what ought to be
good for him. You will feel a renewed sense of motivation and encouragement & most
importantly, you should understand that you are not by yourself in this trip. You find yourself
learning about the necessary steps to take while also falling deep into the story line. A must go
through for anybody interested in autism I really like this book!The bottom line is we need even
more parents like Leeann and Sean Whiffen and this book shows why. The book can make you
laugh and cry and in addition find a sense of healing if you have experienced any identical
struggles. I don't possess an autistic kid, nor do I connect to one often. Learned a whole lot
about my cousin. My cousins son was recently diagnosed and I work with young children.
Needed a better editor. Leeann puts Every thing as merely as possible therefore i feel just like I'm
in her shoes, sense what she feels when the doctor queries why she doesn't want her child
immunized but understanding and understanding why she feels as she does. Almost crying when
she crys as they make an effort to help her boy. Frustration when he won't appear in her eyes.
And joy when she holds him. As a mother or father, you will quickly relate with her set-backs and
successes and the tiny steps that occasionally feel just like inertia. Biggest downfall was that
sometimes the story proceeded to go someplace that was totally out of place. Experienced to
reread to figure it out, or just move on. This disorder is definitely facintating and the study is
overwhelming. That is a very well-written, well-expressed book in regards to a family dealing with
a young boy with autism. Five Stars Arrived promptly, our daughter in law really likes it. I simply
have an interest. Leeann Whiffen wrote her publication with the perfect mix of details and a
consider their intimate, personal struggles along their trip out of autism. Incredible This is a must
read for a parent who includes a child with Autism or any developmental delays for example. The
title caught my eye but I have to admit I was quite skeptical. The family members worked so
difficult to help the tiny one must be very thankful they were capable to find the appropriate
people to lead the kid (and family! If more children had parents just like the Whiffens, there would
be so much less difficulty in the world--autism or no autism. This reserve provided me the
courage to try chelation;! He includes a small sister.This book was very educational for me
personally. When I arrive to visit them, the tiny boy comes running up to me along with his arms
widespread seeking me to pick him up for hugs and kisses. Many parents develop excuses as to
the reasons they cannot make the adjustments they need to help their kid. The whole family has
been started on a gluten/casein free of charge diet. She actually lists the supplements (not really
doses) she provided to her boy. We were told that he'll have two unique teachers to utilize him.
Alice Five Stars Other people's perspectives Two Stars This book perpetuates fear of autism and
does not encourage acceptance and understanding of autistic people. Five Stars Great book to
learn fast delivery Four Stars Great book!
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